The boundary conditions on the faces of compressional fractures are not known a priori since these faces may or may not be in contact, but the product of the normal stress and the normal relative displacement is necessarily null; similar but more complex conditions may be written for the shear stress and displacement. These conditions can be expressed in the form of a mixed linear complementarity problem. We use the Displacement Discontinuity Method and the PATH algorithm to solve them. This scheme is faster and more accurate than the methods previously used. The shear stresses on two parallel cracks depend on their separation, their inclination with respect to the imposed maximum compressional stress, and their geometry. The shear stress on two horizontal cracks separated by a small upward or downward step Ð considering the imposed direction of motion Ð drops to zero very near the step; in the case of a downward step this region is surrounded by a small region where the stress increases by a factor of about 10. Many more cases must be investigated before general conclusions can be drawn. 7
Introduction
Fracture mechanics has been mostly concerned with fractures whose faces are not in contact. For simplicity we will refer to such fractures as``open''. While such fractures present many dicult problems, the boundary conditions (BC) on their faces are evident. For this reason, fracture mechanics has largely developed as a more or less independent discipline. There are, however, many cases in which it is not a priori known whether a fracture, or any part thereof, is open or closed: such is the case, for instance, in compressional fractures with``kinks'', as well as in fractures at shallow depth in the Earth, where the pressure of the overlying rocks may keep some or all points of a fracture in contact. For simplicity we will refer to these problems as fracture contact problems. In these cases it is clear that the conditions on the crack faces are not ordinary boundary conditions; on the other hand, similar BC are encountered in contact problems with friction. (We will use the terms``fracture'' and``crack'' interchangeably.) Such problems are of great practical interest in engineering and industry, but the peculiar nature of their BC have made them very dicult to solve, see, e.g., [1±8] .
This paper formulates the BC as a mixed complementarity problem. Such problems consist of pairs of inequalities, both of which must be satis®ed, but with the caveat that at least one must hold as an equality (i.e., one of the inequalities is tight). Until recently, ad-hoc methods were used to solve these problems, essentially guessing which of the two inequalities should be tight, solving a system of equations, and a posteriori checking the other inequalities, modifying the guess, and repeating. The availability of the PATH algorithm [9±11] to solve mixed complementarity problems within a modeling system such as GAMS [12] has greatly improved this situation as the examples given here will demonstrate.
The bene®ts are three-fold. Firstly, the PATH algorithm (or other state-of-the-art complementarity solvers) is known to possess strong theoretical convergence properties (similar to those of damped Newton methods for nonlinear equations). The implementation uses sophisticated large-scale linear algebra techniques and has been well-tested on many dierent problems from a variety of disciplines [13] . Furthermore, since several dierent solvers are already linked to the modeling system, each of these solvers can be used interchangeably, by modifying a single statement in the model, rather than creating a new program for each new solver. Secondly, a modeling system enables a user to formulate the algebraic model in a manner that closely resembles the mathematical formulation given below (as compared to a Fortran implementation that typically obscures the physics). Thirdly, modeling systems provide a separation of model (equations) and data. Thus, each of the examples given in this paper use that same model with dierent data instantiations.
For further references on algorithms for frictional contact problems, see, e.g., [2] ; some other references regarding the use of complementarity in engineering are given in [10, 14, 15] .
The close connection between contact problems and complementarity problems, on the one hand, and fracture contact problems, on the other hand, appears to have ®rst been noted by [16] ; rather interestingly, this connection appears not to have been noted in the geological or geophysical literature.
Theory
Let us consider a ®nite elastic body, B, in static equilibrium under the action of known surface forces and/or displacements, i.e., boundary conditions. Body forces may also be present without aecting what follows.
The body contains several cracks; any point on these may be open or closed. It may be well to point out that these cracks are assumed to exist in the speci®ed geometry in the body at rest; the application of the boundary conditions slightly alters their geometry, but does not cause them to propagate. Furthermore, these cracks may have any geometry, speci®cally, they need not be rectilinear, and may be at any distance from each other. In special cases it may be possible to determine which of these cracks or parts thereof are open or closed, but this is not generally true. For de®niteness we will assume that the friction on the cracks is governed by a Coulomb-type relation, speci®cally, jtj À m Â s, where t is the shear traction (or shear stress), m is the friction coecient, and s is the normal traction (or normal stress). Other friction laws could easily be accommodated. We will further assume that the usual elasticity conditions apply, i.e., that the stresses and strains are in®nitesimal. We wish to determine the stresses and/or displacements on the cracks. Clearly, once this is done, these quantities can be determined anywhere in the body.
To solve the problem we ®rst consider the case of two points P and P ' on opposite sides of the crack faces. When P and P ' are not in contact the tractions on the crack faces at P and P ' are obviously null. However, if P and P ' are in contact, the conditions are entirely dierent, since neither the tractions nor the relative displacements of P and P ' are known; let the normal component of the relative displacement of P and P ' be d n , and its tangential component be d s . Obviously, in this situation, d n =0, whereas d n < 0 if P and P ' are not in contact. (We follow the sign convention introduced by Crouch and Star®eld [17, p. 80] in which the separation of the faces is counted as negative; this convention is generally used in the Displacement Discontinuity Method.) Consequently, whether or not P and P ' are in contact, we have:
1. s Â d n 0, since s 0 if the faces are not in contact, while d n =0 if they are; moreover, 2. s0, counting compression as negative, 3. d n 0 (Signorini's condition).
These conditions are those of a linear complementarity problem [18] , which here is a contact problem without friction. The presence of friction complicates the problem, in part because the friction law is governed by an inequality; correspondingly, we now deal with a mixed complementarity problem. The additional conditions resulting from friction are:
. t Â d s 0 because, on the crack, the shear stress opposes the relative tangential velocity which has the same sign as the relative tangential displacement d s .
These six conditions uniquely determine the solution. We can write them in the form of a linear mixed complementarity problem [9] . In what follows, we use the notation _ to signify that, in addition to the stated inequalities, one or other of the enclosing relationships is satis®ed as an equality. For example, either d n =0 or s 0, and both of these are nonpositive. Note that all the stated relationships hold at an elemental level. These relationships are:
where C is the matrix of in¯uence coecients [17, p. 94] , and
where d + and d À are, respectively, the positive and negative parts of d s . Finally,
These relationships guarantee the previously mentioned six conditions. Conditions 1, 2, and 3 correspond to the ®rst two relationships above. For the friction cone constraints, we follow Lemma 1 of [19] . The two inequalities above involving s and t guarantee condition 4. Condition 5 follows from the fact that if the two inequalities in s and t are both slack, then d + and d À must be zero, and hence so is d s . Finally, if t > 0, it follows that the ®rst inequality involving s and t is slack, forcing d + =0 by the complementarity relationship, hence d s 0, resulting in t Â d s 0X However, if t`0, then the last relationship above implies d À =0, so that d s r0, giving again t Â d s 0X As already noted, earth scientists developed solutions to fracture contact problems (d n =0) essentially independently from the work done in other sciences; their methods are now brie¯y summarized:
. Obviously the simplest solution to the problem is obtained by assuming that the friction on the crack(s) vanishes [20] ; the applicability of the results thus obtained can not be easily determined in most cases. . The value of s, t, d n or d s have sometimes been prescribed [21±23] although the error of doing so appears to have been suspected [24] . . The method most often used is given by Crouch and Star®eld [17, pp. 205±276] . It consists, essentially, in introducing supplementary elements (``joint elements'') in the crack where the crack faces are in contact. The thickness (h ) of these elements is small, but cannot be zero, and their normal and shear stinesses (K n and K s ) are high compared to those of the body. Special provision must be made to simulate the friction law. In general, though, it is not known which elements on the crack faces are in contact because of the interaction between t (and d s ) and s (and d n ); how the choice of h, K n and K s aect the accuracy of the solution is similarly unknown. Finally, the iterations necessary to simulate the friction law have been found to converge for simple crack geometry, but proof of convergence in the general case is lacking. Nevertheless, because of its simplicity, this method has been rather widely used, e.g., [25±28]. . Finally, attempts have been made to arrive at the correct BC by more or less systematically decreasing the separation between the crack faces [3, 6, 7, 29] . Absent a realization of the complementary nature of the BC, these attempts were only mildly successful.
Numerical method
Both the ®nite element method (FEM) and the boundary element method (BEM) and its variants may be used to solve the problem. The FEM is clearly preferable if the body is inhomogeneous and/or if two bodies are in contact. It will not be discussed here. The BEM as such cannot solve fracture problems due to the inherent impossibility of distinguishing forces applied on one side of the crack from these on the opposite side. A version of the BEM known as the Dual Boundary Element Method [30, 31] has, however, been used.
An appreciably simpler version of the BEM, however, has long been available: the Displacement Discontinuity Method (DDM) [17,32, pp. 79±109] . The advantage of this method for the present problem is that the displacement discontinuities which it uses, are exactly those which were considered in the previous paragraph. On the other hand, in common with all BEM methods, it is ill-suited to the treatment of inhomogeneous bodies. Finally, a theoretical error analysis for the DDM is not available. It should also be mentioned that the ability to consider in®nite bodies, which is an important advantage of all BEM methods, may appear not to exist when using the present method: speci®cally, the fractures must be embedded in a ®nite body. The reason will be obvious by considering the conditions which have to be ful®lled on the fractures: the simplest solution to these is s t d n d s 0 at all points on the fractures. In the absence of the usual BC on the surface of the body, this is the solution to the problem. This apparent restriction is, however, of little real importance: with an appropriate choice of traction BC the size of the body does not aect the solution.
Using an updated version of the program TWODD [17, pp. 293±303], see [3] , as our point of departure, we implemented the six conditions listed above in the GAMS language [12] and using the PATH algorithm. For a simple overview of the use of these tools for engineering and mechanics, the reader is referred to [33] . Here, we will just give a description of the basic features of the computational method used.
In its simplest instantiation, the complementarity problem takes two inequalities and forces one of them to be satis®ed as an equation. In our example, d n 0 and s0, and either d n 0 or s 0X Algorithms for complementarity satisfy the inequalities precisely, and determine in the solution process which of the inequalities to satisfy as an equation. There are many algorithms for solving these problems, see for example the surveys [34, 35] . The PATH algorithm [9±11] is based on a homotopy approach, whereby a piecewise linear approximation of an equivalent non-smooth equation is solved in an iterative fashion. The convergence theory [36] is based on a generalization of Newton's method; some comparison to other solvers can be found in [13] .
The solution of the problem takes very little time, e.g., about 2 min for a problem with 300 elements on a SparcUltra1/140, but the time taken varies with the``diculty'' of the problem. While some of the examples below use only few elements (of the order of 10 on each crack) and simple geometrical con®gurations, others use an irregular geometry with as many as 100 elements on each crack (280 total), and with the elements gradually decreasing in size. The latter problems are dicult to solve, and may result in very rapid variations of the tractions on the crack, as will be shown below; consequently they provide a good illustration of the eciency of the present scheme.
One important remark must be made: since the solution of the problems considered cannot be obtained analytically, the only practical criterion to ensure that the solution obtained is``correct'' is to increase the number of elements until the solution no longer changes appreciably. The same remark applies, of course, to most other numerical methods: it has nothing to do with the algorithm used to ®nd the solution, instead it is simply due to the errors inherent in the numerical method itself. In some cases which we have investigated, the solution obtained when the number of elements was much smaller than the previous criterion requires, was extremely dierent from the correct one. The only other general rules appear to be that the elements on the surface of the body may be relatively long provided that:
1. The BC on these elements do not vary, and; 2. The length of each element is much smaller than its distance from the cracks.
Our code enables us gradually to vary the size of elements in any segment; this is advantageous in modeling small-scale phenomena (see Section 4.3 below).
Results
Because of the ease with which results are obtained and the variety of models which can be investigated, we will give only a few results for models which appear to be of some general interest. The code is still being developed to be able to present results more comprehensively and conveniently, and to treat dierent problems.
Two parallel right-stepping cracks under compression
In these ®rst models we wish to determine the shear stresses on two parallel cracks inclined at various angles b to the horizontal and whose normal separation (sep.) varies. (The latter is the distance between the cracks along their normal.) These cracks are referred to as``right-stepping'' in the geological literature because an observer standing on either crack and looking towards its end must step, or look, to the right to get to the other crack. A typical case (File name: two-15a, b 158, sep=2.28) is shown in Fig. 1. (The cracks and the angle b are shown in the inset.) Each crack is 11.18 long. (All the parameters are shown in Table 1 .) The cracks are embedded in a rectangular body, hereinafter referred to as a``box'', 160 wide (E±W dimension) and 150 long. (The unit length is arbitrary.) The sides are subject to an inward normal displacement of 0.1 and no tangential displacement, the top and bottom are traction-free. All these parameters are kept constant, but the normal separation of the cracks is gradually increased from 2.28 to 3.35, 4.47, 6.71 and ®nally to 8.94. There are only ®ve elements along the top, bottom and each side, and 12 along each crack; the eects of this small number of elements will be examined later. (Fig. 2) The geometry of the cracks at the separations listed above is shown in the inset of Fig. 2 ; the ®gure Fig. 1 . The box, 160 Â 150 and the two embedded right-stepping cracks, each 11.18 long, inclined at 158 and separated by 2.28, and a sketch of the boundary conditions (BC) (®le name: two-15a, see Table 1 ). Inset: the two cracks and the angle bX itself shows the value of the shear stress t along the cracks vs. the horizontal coordinate x of the centers of the elements for these separations. At minimal separation (File name: two-15a, solid lines in the inset, symbol w in the main ®gure), t completely vanishes near À2 < x < 2. This phenomenon is obviously due to the proximity of the two cracks, indeed the inset shows that both cracks co-exist in this range of x. The main ®gure shows that the proximity eect gradually decreases as the separation increases (File names: two-15b to two-15e ), and amounts to about 10% for a separation of 8.94 (lines ending with a star in the inset, symbol Ã in the main ®gure). (Fig. 3) The geometry of the cracks at the various separations (File names: two-26a to two-26e ) is shown in the inset of Fig. 3 , and the value of t along the cracks vs. x is shown in the main ®gure. The geometry immediately suggests that the proximity eect should be much more pronounced than for b 158, and this is indeed the case, although the proximity eect is again small at maximum separation, i.e., 8.94 (two-26e, lines ending with a star in the inset, symbol Ã in the main ®gure).
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As previously mentioned, we have examined the eect of the number of elements and of the size of the box.
. If we increase the number of elements along both top, bottom and each side from 5 to 15 and along each crack from 12 to 40, the maximum dierence in the shear stresses is only 5%. . If we reduce the size of the box from 160 Â 150 to 50 Â 45 (while keeping 40 elements on each crack) and compare the results obtained with 15 and with ®ve elements along top, bottom and each side, the results change by 12% at the most. Note that in the latter case each element is 9 or 10 long, and is thus, relatively close to the cracks, but this unfavorable con®guration has only a minor in¯uence on the results. Fig. 2 . Shear stresses on right-stepping cracks inclined at 158 as shown in the inset. Separation 2.28: symbol w; 3.42 symbol +; 4.56 symbol Â; 6.71 symbol À; 8.94 symbol Ã. In the inset the lines are, respectively, solid, dashed, dash-dottted, dotted, and ending with a star (®le names: two-15a to two-15e).
4.1.3. b 358 (Fig. 4) Here the geometry of the cracks is shown in the inset of Fig. 4 , and the value of t in the main ®gure (Files: two-35a to two-35e ). The same symbols are used as in Fig. 3 . The point here is that the proximity eect is still very appreciable even at the largest separation, i.e., 8.94 (two-35e, lines ending with a star in the inset, symbol Ã in the main ®gure). It should be added that this eect is not due to the small numbers of elements: computations with 15 elements on top, bottom and each side and 40 on each crack yield practically identical results.
4.2.
Two parallel left-stepping cracks under compression (Fig. 5(a) and (b)) Since the previous examples clearly show that the stresses on parallel cracks cannot be simply predicted, and since such models could be varied at in®nity, we will examine only one series of other cases in which b 358, but with``left-stepping'' instead of``right-stepping'' cracks (two-35a-L to two35e-L ). All the other parameters are the same as for the right stepping cracks. The geometry of the Fig. 3 . Shear stresses on right-stepping cracks inclined at 26.68as shown in the inset. Symbols as in Fig. 2 (two-26a to two-26e) .
cracks is shown in the insets of Fig. 5(a) and (b) , and the variation of t along the cracks in the main ®gures; two ®gures were necessary because of the unexpectedly complex pattern. As can be seen, the proximity eect is quite large even at the greatest separation (symbol Ã in Fig. 5(b) ). For reference purposes the shear stress tI2X5 Â 10 À4 on a single crack is shown by the heavy line on Fig. 5(b) . Remarkably, at minimal separation (two-35a-L, symbol w in Fig. 5a ) the curve of t vs. x presents an almost¯at part near x = 0 at this same value. It is not easy to understand the reason therefor, since it does not occur for right-stepping cracks.
Eect of a small step, or asperity, along a crack
In real materials, fractures are far from being smooth, but the eect of such roughness is dicult to estimate. The term asperity has been used with dierent meaning in dierent ®elds [37, p. 217] . As a ®rst step toward such an investigation we computed the eect of a small step, either``up'' or``down'' between a pair of horizontal cracks. Alternatively, these cracks can also be considered left-and right- Fig. 4 . Shear stresses on right-stepping cracks inclined at 358 as shown in the inset. Symbols as in Fig. 2 (two-35a to two-35e ). stepping, respectively. Each crack is 10.0 long and the step is 0.01; both cracks extend from 210.0 to 0.0. At the top and bottom of the box (20 elements each) we impose s À5X0 Â 10 À4 , and t 6X6 Â 10 À4 t tends to make the top move to the right and the bottom to the left). On both sides (also 20 elements each), we impose t À6X6 Â 10 À4 X In order to prevent translation and rotation, a small segment inside the box is constrained not to move.
An upward step
We will ®rst examine the case in which the box is 90 Â 40 (test7b and test7c ). The box and the cracks are shown in the inset of Fig. 6 (solid lines) , the cracks themselves in the main ®gure; in the latter the step has been magni®ed by a factor of 100 to make it visible. Since the upward step between the two cracks is only 0.001 of each crack length, extremely small elements must be used in its vicinity. This is accomplished by automatically decreasing the size of the elements towards the step by a factor of 0.85. With 40 elements (test7b ) on each crack the element nearest to the step is less than 3 Â 10 À3 long, with 100 elements (test7c ) this length decreases to 3.3 Â 10 À7 . One might be tempted simply to say that this case corresponds to a step``up'' (left-stepping); what is important, however, is the following: looking in the direction of motion imposed on the top of the box (i.e., to the right in Figs. 6 and 7) one sees that the second crack is displaced upward with respect to the ®rst one. The result, shown in Fig. 7 (symbol +), may be unexpected. (Only the central part of the cracks is shown because t remains essentially constant and approximately 2.5 Â 10 À4 for |x| > 1): t drops to zero at a distance of about 0.2 from the step (test7b, symbol Ã); correspondingly, the crack faces are not in contact in this region.
The unforeseen character of this result led us to suspect that it was due to an insucient number of elements on the cracks, but such is not the case: when the result is recomputed with 100 elements on the cracks (rather than 40) (test7c, symbol +) there is no appreciable change. On the other hand, if one reduces the size of the box to 90 by 20, as shown by the dashed lines in the inset of Fig. 6 , (test7 and test8 ) the region in which t drops to zero is somewhat increased: the symbols w and Â on Fig. 7 correspond, respectively, to 40±100 elements on the crack. It is intuitively clear that the box shown by the dashed lines of the inset of Fig. 6 is not likely to lead to very accurate results, but the smallness of the dierences due to the two box sizes is encouraging.
A downward step
If all the parameters of the previous case are left unchanged except that the second crack is displaced downward with respect to the ®rst (considering the motion imposed on the top of the box), (see inset of Fig. 8 , where the step has been magni®ed by a factor of 100 to make it visible) the pattern is even more remarkable (test9b and test10b; Fig. 8 , symbols w and Â): t ®rst increases by a factor of about 11 at a distance of about 0.14 from the step, and then drops to zero at a distance of 0.007 from it. Here also an increase in the number of crack elements from 40 (symbol w) to 100 (symbol Â) has no measurable in¯uence on the results; it seems thus highly probable that they are correct. This conclusion is strengthened by the fact that these results were obtained by starting with only 10 elements on each crack, then increasing this number to 20, and then 40 until it became clear that the number of elements no longer aected the results.
It should be added that if the``step'' of size 0.01 is replaced by a``gap'' of the same size, i.e., if the two cracks are in perfect alignment, t remains constant at 2.5 Â 10 À4 within 1 part in 2.8 Â 10 4 , thus strengthening the conclusion that the results shown in Figs. 7 and 8 are correct. It is hoped that further research on this subject will contribute to clarifying the role of asperities, especially in geophysics.
We believe that the eect of asperities would not be easily modeled by other methods, and thus provide excellent examples of the eciency of the PATH algorithm and of the mixed complementarity approach. Fig. 7 . Shear stresses on central parts of the cracks shown in Fig. 6 . The symbols Ã and + show, respectively, the results with 40 and 100 crack elements for a box 90 Â 40 (test7b and test7c ); the symbols w and Â do the same but for a box 90 Â 20 (test7 and test8 ). Inset: The two cracks and the step magni®ed by 100.
Conclusions
The stresses on parallel compressional cracks can now easily be computed using the PATH algorithm and the Displacement Discontinuity Method, although other numerical methods could also be used. The results depend both on the spacing of the cracks, their inclination with respect to the direction of maximum compressive stress, and their geometry.
This same method was used to investigate the eect of a small step up or down on a crack. We ®nd that the shear stress drops to zero very near the step. Moreover, if the step is downward Ð considering the direction of motion Ð this drop may be surrounded by a small region in which the stress increases by a factor of approximately 10. Such cases provide good examples of the eciency of the present scheme.
Many more cases must be investigated before general conclusions can be drawn. 
Note added in proof
The paper by Elvin and Leung [38] which treats the same problem was, unfortunately, published too late to be mentioned in the main body of the present paper.
